
The Case for Modernizing Your
Construction Job Cost Processes

How a connected, cloud-based construction
solution brings timely, accurate job costing to
the table to tackle today’s construction
demands

Modern technologies and workflows can provide more
accurate, timely job cost data.

As a contractor, quick, accurate job costing is critical to the success of your business.

Effective job costing compares what has been budgeted for your project in the estimating
processes with actual costs as they occur on the project. From materials to equipment to
subcontracts and vendors to the largest expense on most construction projects — labor,
contractors typically track jobs costs by phase codes or cost codes. If you’re a heavy highway or
civil contractor that deals with significant amounts of materials, you may use unit-based job costing
or time and materials billing methods to measure your project’s actual versus estimated costs. 

The closer to budgets that you can keep your project costs, the better for your bottom line
. But that can be hard to do when the data collected is not hitting your project managers’ desks in
real time.

https://www.viewpoint.com/resource-library/ebooks/the-construction-financial-professionals-guide-to-data-driven-decisions


The Shortfalls of Traditional Construction Job
Costing

The challenge that many contractors face
today with job costing is that the traditional
methods used to track costs, measure
productivity and project progress and more

simply are not capable of meeting

modern project demands. Paper-
based forms, spreadsheets, multiple
standalone software programs with their
own unique data sets and other
cumbersome processes are what you have
relied on for decades now to manage your

construction projects. These processes, however, can take weeks’ worth of manual processing in
order to properly collect and analyze the information well enough to provide a somewhat accurate
insight into different phases or aspects of your project.

Take a Closer Look!

Sign up for your own custom

Trimble Construction One suite

demo to see how modern job

costing can benefit your

organization

Trying to make sense of vast spreadsheets of data or
reconcile information from disconnected software
systems can take weeks before achieving an accurate
job cost picture.

Identifying potential miscues, project risks, necessary project changes and additional costs with
traditional job costing and project management processes, often meant that projects were moving
into new phases before issues or problems were identified. If problems were large enough, that
meant having to perform costly rework — sometimes at the expense of the contractor.

However, technology has changed the face of business worldwide, with data, workflows, financial
transactions and much more being managed in the cloud. The process automation, real-time data
algorithms, mobile accessibility and more that the cloud provides is reducing typical data and
workflows processes from days or even weeks down to mere minutes.

https://www.viewpoint.com/resource-library/ebooks/is-your-next-job-a-goldmine-or-a-money-pit
https://www.viewpoint.com/resource-library/ebooks/is-your-next-job-a-goldmine-or-a-money-pit
https://www.viewpoint.com/solutions/job-costing#contact


This is why so many contractors have already moved to the cloud. Being able
to not just retrieve, but process and analyze project data in real time, means that project managers,
owners — entire project teams — can now see the results and accurately measure costs as they
occur.

Why is this Important?

Connected, cloud-based solutions let you manage job
cost data like WIP in real-time, with a uniform data
across all aspects of your projects.

With modern technology comes new, modern expectations, plain and simple. Project owners
expect your projects to be run efficiently, and they want accurate, timely progress reports. In fact,
more and more contracts are being drafted requiring contractors to have modern construction
management software or solutions that can provide real-time data and reporting. Similar
requirements are becoming more common with government issued projects as well.

For you too as a contractor, a modern, connected construction management suite that leverages
real-time data and cloud-based workflows has significant benefits. Not only are your field and back-

office teams working from the same set of real-time data to keep project workflows

moving, but you can spot issues and potential risks much faster, allowing you to act
immediately. This can save your projects — and your project teams — significant time and money
lost due to rework after the fact.

Furthermore, stronger data collection and assessment tools allow you to analyze your projects to
uncover areas for continued improvement, help you better project future projects and close the
profit fade gap that has long impacted the already razor-thin profit margins of so many construction
firms.

Finally, your business continuity goes beyond just job costing. As the COVID pandemic has
shown us, companies that were agile and able to pivot during lockdowns and new stringent safety
procedures endured far less business strain than those without support of modern technologies.
Having a cloud-based, connected construction management solution in place can empower all
project stakeholders to adapt to changing business conditions, as well as properly scale your
operations to meet future demands or meet the next unexpected challenge.

https://www.viewpoint.com/resource-library/infographics/10-benefits-you-are-missing-out-on-if-not-operating-in-the-cloud
https://www.viewpoint.com/resource-library/ebooks/eb-6-steps-to-tearing-down-productivity-wall
https://www.viewpoint.com/resource-library/ebooks/eb-6-steps-to-tearing-down-productivity-wall
https://www.viewpoint.com/blog/having-a-covid-19-business-continuity-plan


Don’t just take my word for it. Read about how one contractor, Advanced Technology

Group, frustrated with the job costing paper chase and disconnect between its office and field

teams, moved to the Trimble Construction One suite of cloud-based connected
construction solutions in order to become a more data-driven organization.
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